The global allostery model of hemoglobin: an allosteric mechanism involving homotropic and heterotropic interactions.
Studies of the allosteric mechanism of hemoglobin (Hb) have evolved from phenomenological descriptions to structure-based molecular mechanisms, as the molecular structures of Hb in deoxy and ligated states have been elucidated. The MWC two-state concerted model has been the widely accepted as the most plausible of the allosteric mechanisms of Hb. It assumes that the O2-affinity of Hb is regulated/controlled primarily by the T/R quaternary structural transition and that heterotropic effectors bind preferentially to T (deoxy) Hb to shift the T/R allosteric equilibrium toward the T state. However, recent more comprehensive O2-binding measurements of Hb have revealed a new mechanism, the Global Allostery model. It describes that the O2-affinity and the cooperativity are modulated in greater extents and the Bohr effect is generated primarily by the tertiary structural changes in both T (deoxy) and R (ligated) states of Hb. Differential interactions of heterotropic allosteric effectors with both T (deoxy) and R (ligated) states of Hb induce these tertiary structural changes. The X-ray structure of a complex of R (ligated) Hb with BZF, a potent heterotropic effector, has revealed the stereo-chemical influence of these effectors on the structure of R (ligated) Hb, resulting in the reduction of the ligand affinity in R (ligated) Hb. This model stresses the fundamental importance of the heterotropic interactions in regulation/control of the functionality of Hb. They alter the tertiary structures of both T (deoxy) and R (oxy) Hb, leading to large-scale modulations of the O2 affinity (KT and KR), and consequently the cooperativity (KR/KT) and the Bohr effect (delta P50/delta pH) from a global viewpoint of allostery in Hb.